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Abstract—Multimedia research has long moved beyond laboratory experiments and is

being rapidly deployed in real-life applications including advertisements, search, security,

automated driving, and healthcare. Hence, the developed algorithms now have a direct

impact on the individuals using the abovementioned services and the society as a whole.

While there is a huge potential to benefit the society using such technologies, there is also

an urgent need to identify the checks and balances to ensure that the impact of such

technologies is ethical and positive. For instance, if the multimedia technologies are

being used to detect and protect pedestrians from accidents by autonomous vehicles,

then the pedestrian detection performance needs to be equitable across demographic

descriptors, such as gender and race of the pedestrians. Similarly, while logs of driving

behaviors are important in many applications, making such information available to

corporate entities and third parties could raise important privacy challenges.

This position article aims to: first, increase the awareness of such concepts and existing

legal constraints in the multimedia research community, second, initiate a discussion on

community guidelines on how to conduct multimedia research in a lawful and ethical
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manner, and third, identify some important research directions to support a vision

of lawful and ethical multimedia research.

 RECENT GROWTH SPURT in multimedia research

has led to some exciting developments in terms

of multimedia content understanding and search,

self-driving cars, and medical analysis. At the

same time, there have been reports questioning

both the processes and the outcomes for the

developed technologies. For instance, Metz ques-

tions the ethics of using public image data in

YFCC100M and IBM’s Diversity in Faces datasets

for training face recognition algorithms.1 Under

EU data protection law, any use must have a spe-

cific purpose and be limited to that purpose,

while also requiring a valid legal basis. This

clearly also goes for publicly available data,

including images. Similar concerns have been

raised about the outcomes of the developed algo-

rithms. For instance, a study by Buolamwini &

Gebru has reported that face detection algorithms

work much more accurately for white men than

dark-skinnedwomen, raising the question whether

dark-skinned women should require that their

images become part of the training set or resist

such inclusion (as it may be used for unwarranted

surveillance purposes that have disparate effects

for black women).2 Further, multiple authors have

criticized the use of video analysis software for

automatic tracking of people in both civilian and

military settings.3 In fact, San Francisco has

recently banned the use of face recognition tech-

nology for government applications.4 Meanwhile,

the Data Protection Authority in Hamburg, Ger-

many has ordered Google to ban its employees

“from listening to and reviewing EU data subjects”

voice recordings for three months, to investigate

potentially unlawful processing under the GDPR.6

Each of these issues raises important ethical

concerns and many times the opinions of the

experts in the multimedia community might not

match with those in the popular media. There is

an important need for the multimedia research

community as a whole to have free and frank dis-

cussions on this topic and be cognizant of the

myriad research and activism literature that is

available regarding the potential benefits and

harms of such technologies.28–30 In doing so, the

multimedia research community should not con-

fuse ethical discussion with legal obligations as

many of the so-called ethical concerns have

clear answers (and obligations) as per law. In

fact, a proper understanding of these obligations

could lead the way to actionable respect for fun-

damental rights and freedoms at the level of

research design. This will allow the multimedia

research community to identify a set of commu-

nity norms and guidelines on the processes and

the outcomes of the technologies being devel-

oped. Developing such an understanding and a

set of best practices would allow the multimedia

research community to lead the conversation

around these technologies rather than reacting

to news stories about them (see Figure 1).

In this discussion, we must be careful not to

confuse ethics with law. Many of the ethical chal-

lenges to be discussed below are part of the legal

framework that applies to the multimedia appli-

cations based on machine learning. Since May

2018, the General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) applies to the processing of personal

data of people in the EU, whether or not the proc-

essing is done in the EU or by a company estab-

lished in the EU. When relevant, we will discuss

the requirements of the GDPR, taking into

account that applications meant to be deployed

within the EU will have comply. The persistent

confusion over what legal frameworks apply and

what they mean for developers calls for dedi-

cated attention to law for computer scientists;

this viewpoint cannot do more than appetize the

reader to take a deep dive into why and how law

matters for their work.31 The GDPR is one of the

most advanced legislations, and though its scope

is significant, many legal frameworks in other

jurisdictions may have very different implica-

tions. The principles we highlight in this view-

point are not necessarily anchored and

enforceable at the global level. This means that

whether and how they are legal or ethical princi-

ples is an empirical question. The fact that human

rights courts have been weighing the corre-

sponding fundamental rights against economic
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and public security interests for decades means

that both ethics and computer science have lots

to learn from the judicial scrutiny this has

involved. Just like legislatures and courts have

lots to learn from technical, scientific and ethical

experts.

Fairness

Fairness means that the models developed do

not systematically favor or disfavor a particular

set of people. Angwin et al.13 showed that parole

decision algorithms being used in New York state

were much more likely to assign positive out-

comes to white defendants than black defendants.

Buolamwini & Gebru found facial image based gen-

der recognition algorithms to bemuchmore accu-

rate for white and male individuals than others.2

Similarly, the dependence of multimedia algo-

rithms for pedestrian detection on the age or race

of pedestrians could result in unequivocally unfair

outcomes.25Multimedia algorithms being used for

parole decisions, driving decisions, and security

applications can have important life-altering effe-

cts on people and it is important to ensure that the

outcomes of the algorithms do not systematically

favor or disfavor a specific set of people. Obvi-

ously, when algorithms detect that a particular

characteristic of people correlates with higher

risk (of recidivism, defaulting on loans, or causing

road accidents), justice authorities, banks, or

insurance companies will argue that treating these

people differently is fair. An active research com-

munity at the intersection of machine learning,

law and ethics is involved in this domain.31–33 It is

important that the multimedia community takes

note of this and integrates the state-of-the-art

design solutions to prevent violations of human

rights, such as the right to nondiscrimination. In

the research community dedicated to Fairness

Accountability and Transparency (ACM-FAccT

conferences), this has resulted in raising the more

fundamental question of whether and when mac-

hine learning should be deployed, warning against

computational solutionism.33

Accountability

“Algorithmic accountability ultimately refers to

the assignment of responsibility for how an algo-

rithm is created and its impact on society; if harm

occurs, accountable systems include a mechanism

for redress.”26 This is especially important

in scenarios where there are multiple humans,

companies, algorithms, and algorithm designers

involved in the process.7, 22 For instance, when a

Figure 1. Summary of ethical challenges in multimedia research.
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pedestrian is injured due to the decisions taken

by a self-driving car, it is important to have

accountability in place.23 Going forward, if people

are denied bail or organ transplants unfairly, it

would be important to identify accountability in

the process. However, liability obscurity associ-

ated with the use ofmodernML algorithms is con-

sidered a major issue.41 Attempts are being made

towards certifying algorithms in order to enhance

the transparency of accountability. It is, however,

hard to predict whether multimedia systems that

make use of highly dynamic ML algorithms will

always behave according to a specification. Thus,

certification is not a trivial task. Furthermore, it is

unclear whether and how existing certification

procedures can be adapted to modern multime-

dia systems. Part of a certification might include

the use of state-of-the-art algorithms that check

whether a multimedia system is suffering from

bias. Finally, it is important to note that responsi-

bility has to be taken over by humans and not by

the machine, and usually there is not just one

stakeholder in charge of it. The European Com-

mission is currently considering adaptations of

the liability regime for AI, making sure that

accountability is not dependent on whatever a

company may deem ethical, but on the need to

compensate harm and damage.34 This may result

in more foresight and help developers propose

the state-of-the-art applications that incorporate

safety by design and data protection by design.

Here again, such accountability may result in the

choice not to develop or use certain applications

at all, as this may be the only responsible

approach, considering the consequences.

Transparency

Algorithmic transparency is the principle that

the factors that influence the decisions made by

algorithms should be visible, or available, to the

people who use, regulate, and are affected by sys-

tems that employ those algorithms.17 Note that

transparency and fairness are twodifferent things.

It is possible for a decision to be very transparent

but not fair (e.g., admit only males) and vice-versa

(e.g., a hypothetical neural network that ensures

fairness but no one can understand why and

how). The GDPR includes a “right to explanation”

of decisions made by algorithms, whenever the

decision is automated and has a significant effect

on individual persons whose data are being proc-

essed.35 In its rudimentary sense, many credit

scoring applications in the US, Germany, and

other countries identify the factors affecting a per-

son’s credit score, though given factors will often

operate as a proxy for hidden variables that result

in discrimination. Especially when deep learning

algorithms have been used, a much higher level of

transparency is required to figure out potential

discrimination. This concerns behavioral target-

ing, where the EPIC (Electronic Privacy Informa-

tion Center) has called for regulations that require

advertisers to disclose the demographic factors

behind targeted political ads, aswell as the source

and payment.24

Privacy and Data Governance

Multimedia research needs to ensure high

quality of results in away that also ensures human

dignity in the process and in the results. This is

often presented as a zero-sum game, but that is

not necessarily the case.36 Human subject rese-

arch in medicine and the social sciences has a

long-standing history of “informed consent” from

the participants. While the web-based data collec-

tion is great for scaling up the studies, there is

rarely a notion of “informed consent,” i.e., explic-

itly informing the individuals about all the actions

that will be undertaken using such data. Multiple

individuals have expressed regret and raised con-

cern upon realizing that their data has been used

by machine learning algorithms for training tasks

such as face detection.1 Though the GDPR does

not make processing dependent on consent, if

consent is used as a processing ground, the GDPR

requires that consent is both informed and freely

given, and can be withdrawn as easily as given.

Moreover, processing that is not necessary for a

given purpose is unlawful, whether based on con-

sent or one of the other legal basis. This implies

that under the GDPR, repurposing of data process-

ing may be illegal. This implies that an image

posted on Facebook or elsewhere on the world

wide web cannot be processed for a purpose that

was not communicated to the data subject and for

which no legal basis applies.

Control

As the AI elements in multimedia are entering

myriad applications, an important question is
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whether an individual can actually decide and

control how much AI is being used. For instance,

should the users know that AI is used in a service,

be it a natural language based chat bot or an

image analysis software, which creates automatic

captions for each photograph? Similarly, it would

be important for users to have choices beyond

the binary “install/don’t install” and be able to

control the degree to which automatic AI proc-

essing is part of the workflow. For instance, one

user may want to allow AI in a video-conferencing

application for facial identity analysis but not for

face touch-ups and vice-versa. We need frame-

works that support such a process workflow and

make it easy for users to control their choices at

different points of time. These are pivotal ques-

tions, directly related to human autonomy and

dignity, especially in the light of attempts to

“nudge” people into compliant behavior “behind

their back”––for instance, based on emotion

detection in facial images.40

Legal Compliance

With the growth of research impact outside

the lab environment, there is a need for legal com-

pliance at the level of the design of an application.

Laws like the GDPR havemademany of the above

aspects a critical legal requirement rather than

being “good things to do,” notably by requiring a

data protection impact assessment in case of

likely high risk to fundamental rights and free-

doms, and by requiring data protection by design

to mitigate such risks. These are legal obligations

that level the playing field. For instance, imposing

these duties on all companies that want to oper-

ate in the market, there can be strong economic

incentives created for companies to pay keen

attention to the consequences of deployment of

AI. This should help research communities, such

as in multimedia to come up with different types

of research design that incorporate the conse-

quences of design choices.

Problems Targeted

Multimedia research has paid significant

attention to commercially viable applications

such as ad placement and product recommenda-

tion but relatively much less effort to societally

relevant but less directly marketable applica-

tions such as long-term support for education,

healthcare or tackling climate change.27 In fact,

“social good” has been identified as a key focus

area of multimedia research in a recent NSF

workshop on Multimedia Challenges and a col-

umn by the Associate Editor-in-Chief in IEEE Mul-

timedia urges researchers to be mindful of social

impact of the applications being created.27,42

Hence, it might be a good time for us as a com-

munity to introspect, and prioritize research on

socially relevant themes in the coming decade.

EMERGING SOLUTION PATHS AND
OPEN RESEARCH QUESTIONS

There are multiple approaches that are paint-

ing an optimistic picture regardingmultimedia res-

earch in addressing each of the abovementioned

issues. However, muchmorework is needed. Here,

we identify multiple research questions and res-

earch areas that are ripe for exploration and

development.

Use of Web-sourced Data for Large Dataset

Creation in Relation to Data Protection

One of the biggest drivers for deep learning-

based multimedia research is the recent avail-

ability of large-scale web-sourced image and

video datasets. Clearly, not every image or video

that is available on the web should be down-

loaded and used as part of a dataset. Notably,

the GDPR always requires a valid legal ground

and an explicit, specified and legitimate purpose

for the processing of facial images as they con-

cern identifiable data. Even consent is only valid

when given for an explicit, specific, and legiti-

mate purpose. The issue does not end there and

there are ethical ramifications of using one’s

facial data, for say, profiling applications in the

future. Although the GDPR has a broad research

exception, this mostly applies to research in the

public interest, rather than commercial inter-

ests. Multiple scholars have argued that even

where the GDPR does not apply, just because

the data is “public” does not mean it is accept-

able for researchers or corporate agencies to

reuse it for their purposes.5 The default prohibi-

tion of automated targeting as codified in the

GDPR squarely addresses this issue. Therefore

an important question for the multimedia res-

earch community is to identify the guidelines for
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legal compliance and, within the space left open

by the law, for ethically creating such large-scale

datasets.

Multiple emerging efforts in multimedia

research are now focusing on less data-hungry

approaches for artificial intelligence. These

approaches include the creation of domain-

aware (e.g., physics inspired) approaches, zero

and one-shot learning approaches, and transfer

learning. (e.g.,19, 20) While domain (e.g., physics)

inspired approaches clearly do not need lots of

data to get started, other machine learning

approaches are also trying to reduce the amount

of new data needed to tackle each emerging

problem. However, it is still early days in this

space, and the legal and ethical requirements

mentioned above clearly call for an important

research direction––one on approaches that do

not require large datasets.

Informed Consent and Control in Relation

to Copyrighted Content and Portrait Rights.

Creative Commons provides an approach for

identifying the permissions on what can be

done with the images.37 These licenses concern

the copyright of the “author” of the image, not

the person depicted in the image. However, Cre-

ative Commons licenses were defined before the

deep learning and the corresponding opportuni-

ties for identifying individuals became common-

place, meaning that we can now assume that

insofar as facial images are concerned, those

depicted have a so-called portrait right in the pic-

ture, which concern their privacy right rather than

the photographers copyright.

One of the possible settings considered dur-

ing a panel discussion43 on this topic at the 2019

ACM Multimedia conference was a “No AI” per-

mission setting, which would make it illegal for

algorithms to use the image for training of sophis-

ticated face matching algorithms. However, the

solution is not as simple as it appears. For

instance, does the above “No AI” tag also include

image cropping, touch-up, lighting, or other fil-

ters? When does the processing become “AI” is

not one with a clear definition, and understand-

ing the user’s perception/understanding of what

they are signing up for remains an important

research problem. Understanding this would

require work by those who not only understand

the underlying technology but also understand

the human perspective on these topics. Under

the GDPR the issue plays out differently, as con-

sent can only be provided for a specific purpose.

Providing consent for “whatever” processing as

long as it does not involve AI would be invalid.

Another point that generated large agreement

in the panel discussion was providing users the

ability to withdraw consent at any later point of

time, as is now required under the GDPR. Note

that under the GDPR, the mere fact that one has

made public one’s image does not imply consent

for processing by whoever for whatever purpose.

Some online systems have started designing

web repositories (see OpenPDS, an open source

personal data store8) that allow for users to

remove their data at any point of time. However,

in image and multimedia research the issue is

more complicated. If there is a model that has

learnt using millions of images, does the model

also need to be discarded if the consent for (even

one of) the supporting images is retracted? This

question has informed the work on differential

privacy,38which solves the problem to the extent

that the model will not allow for reidentification.

Under the GDPR, this would mean that the model

does not qualify as personal data, and therefore

the GDPR does not apply to the model. Again,

there is a need for more research and identifying

community norms in this space and the research

findings could inform the legal viewpoint in

this space.

Algorithmic Bias

Multiple studies have now accumulated evi-

dence that computer vision and multimedia

algorithms can be biased in terms of their perfor-

mance across demographic groups. The reasons

for these biases include the imbalance in training

data sets, lack of positive training samples for his-

torically marginalized communities, lack of train-

ing data to allow for convergence, and the lack of

awareness regarding the leakage of demographic

information (e.g., a “moustache detector” hidden

in the layers of convolutional neural networks) in

the developed algorithms. The default legal pro-

hibition of indirect discrimination on grounds,

such as gender and ethnicity may have unex-

pected repercussions when proxies are used that

result in effective discrimination of women or
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ethnic minorities. Hence, an important question

for themultimedia research community is how to

develop multimedia algorithms that support

both high accuracy and low bias?

Some of the possible approaches to counter

this include those suggesting the use of datasets

with balanced representation of people with

different demographic characteristics––some of

which may be artificially generated, creating

adversarial approaches that penalize algorithms

for any perceptible bias,10 and those that pro-

pose posthoc adjustment of results for coun-

tering bias.11 As an illustration of this kind of

work in multimedia research, a recent paper by

Alasadi et al., describes a GAN (generative adver-

sarial network) approach for face matching

where one network optimizes for face matching,

whereas another network tries to reduce bias.

Specifically, the second network tries to infer

demographic properties from the hidden layers

of the first network and evidence of gender

encoding (even when not directly required for

the assigned task) is considered evidence of

bias. The competition between the two networks

yields models that balance accuracy and fair-

ness.10 We note, however, that since facial re-

cognition systems are sometimes used for

surveillance purposes that disadvantage specific

groups, it may or may not be in the interest of

those groups to become more identifiable. 39

Explainability and Control of Algorithms

One of the side effects of the development of

deep learning approaches is the complexity of

the developed algorithms, which comes with the

side effect of no human being able to explain the

details of the algorithms developed in terms of

the features being implemented or the decision

rationale. This has costs in terms of interpretabil-

ity of the models and the lack of transparent

causal reasoning for the decisions being made by

the system. If such a system needs to make

important decisions (e.g., in life and death sce-

narios in autonomous vehicles) then an explana-

tion of the underlying processes is important.

The GDPR requires that automated decisions

that seriously affect people are accompanied by

meaningful information about the “logic of proc-

essing,” which implies that such decisions are

prohibited if no meaningful information can be

provided. Multiple research efforts in machine

learning have started focusing on explainability

in AI (See12 for a review). One limitation is that

current approaches might help experts to under-

stand the inner workings of ML approaches, but

they are of lesser usefulness to domain experts

without any ML background. We need a user-cen-

tered perspective on the use of AI in applications

and systems in which individuals can understand

which information and decision is AI supported

and if and how they can opt in or opt out.

Community Norms on Research

Given the wide variety (geographic, disci-

plines, political) of viewpoints represented

within the ACM multimedia community, can

there be a common set of guidelines that make

sense to all researchers? While inherently diffi-

cult, multiple disciplines ranging from nuclear

physics to drug testing have come up with globally

accepted guidelines for research. Also, what

should be the mechanism for supporting the

development of such an ethical framework and

how can such guidelines be implemented in the

review process? Finally, how do we prevent dis-

cussing legal obligations as if they were ethical

principles (often framed as “ethics washing”).

There is a need for fundamental research as well

as organized consensus-building within the mul-

timedia research community to agree on a com-

mon set of norms that would be applicable

across the globe. Some of these norms could be

made part of the paper review/acceptance pro-

cess in the community going forward. For

instance, some communities require access to

data to allow for replication of results before

accepting research papers. Others insist that the

paper cannot be accepted without a formal

review by an ethics board. The multimedia

research community has been pioneering some

efforts on replication of results and perhaps

the scope can be broadened to allow for dedi-

cated benchmarks that allow authors and the

wider community to reserve their research

efforts for work that aligns with the most basic

ethical norms (in the case that these norms

are not already part of the applicable legal

framework).

In summary, there is an urgent need to raise

awareness about ethical and legal challenges in
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multimedia research. While there are multiple

challenges, there are also opportunities to

undertake meaningful research, which is techni-

cally robust and societally beneficial.
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